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Wet deposition in a global size-dependent aerosol
transport model

2. Influence of the scavenging scheme on

vertical

profiles, surface concentrations, and deposition
W. Guelle,1 y. j. Balkanski,1 j. E. Dibb, 2 M. Schulz,3 and F. Dulac •
Abstract.

The main atmospheric sink for submicron aerosolsis wet removal.

Lead210, the radioactivedecayproductof 222Rn,attachesimmediatelyafter being
formed to submicron particles. Here we compare the effects of three different

wet-scavenging
schemesusedin global aerosolsimulationson the 2•øPbaerosol
distribution using an off-line, size-resolved,global atmospherictransport model. We
highlight the merits and shortcomingsof each scavengingschemeat reproducing
available measurements,which include concentrationsin surface air and deposition,
as well as vertical profiles observedover North America and western and central
North Pacific. We show that model-measurement comparison of total deposition
does not allow to distinguishbetween scavengingschemesbecausecompensation
effectscan hide the differencesin their respectivescavengingefficiencies.Differences
in scavengingparameterization affect the aerosol vertical distribution to a much
greater extent than the surfaceconcentration. Zonally averagedconcentrationsat
different altitudes derived from the model vary by more than a factor of 3 according
to the scavengingformulation, and only one schemeenablesus to reproducereliably
the individual profilesobserved.This study showsthat ground measurementsalone
are insufficientto validate a global aerosoltransport model.

1.

Introduction

ing of its northernhemisphere
maximumis shiftedby
nearly 3 monthsbetweenthe two models. Although

Very little has been done to evaluate tropospheric
thesediscrepancies
are not only due to wet scavenging,
aerosol vertical distribution predicted from models

against actual measurements. This representsa clear
gap in our ability to adequatelyrepresentaerosolmass
and number concentrations,to assesstheir direct radiative effect, and to estimate the heterogeneousreactions
that take place at their surfaces. A description of the
processesthat affect aerosol number concentration necessitatesa good representationof the fate of the aerosol
in and below

clouds.

Boucher[1995,p. 87] highlightedthe differences
that
arise in sulfate

distributions

between

the models

MO-

GUNTIA and IMAGE. Not only are the amplitude of
the resulting radiative forcingsdifferent, but the tim1Laboratoire
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the importantrole it has as the main sinkfor SO•- and
an important pathway for SO2 removalmakes it one
of the best candidatesto explain these differences.We
are limited in terms of validation of the sulfate distri-

bution by the numberof verticalprofilesthat havebeen
measuredfor both sulfateand SO2 [Chin et al., 1996].
Heterogeneouschemistry has been documented to
take place on the surfaceof mineral aerosol[Maraane
and Gotlieb,1989]or sea-saltparticles[Finlayson-Pitts,
1983]. The main limitationsfor assessing
the impact
of these aerosolson troposphericchemistry are twofold:

(1) a better knowledgeof the stickingcoefficientsand
(2) an evaluationof the surfaceof the aerosolavailable
at any giventime and placefor thesereactionsto take
place. We therefore need not only to represent mass

correctly but also to compute aerosolsize distribution.
Until recently,globalaerosolmodelscomputedonly the
aerosolmass. A step toward an accurate computation of
the aerosol surface and number

concentration

was done

eitherusing3 [Genlhon,1992],8 [Tegenand Lacis,1996;
Gonget al., 1997],10 [Dentenetet al., 1996],or 20 size
bins[Schulzet al., 1998],or usinga spectralschemethat
dealswith modal parametersof sizedistribution[Schulz
et al., 1998]. Sinceheterogeneous
chemistrycan occur
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in the presenceof SO• in the vicinity of aerosolsurfaces,
it is important to estimate both the three-dimensional

(3-D) distributionsof number concentrationsand the
coincidence

of sulfate

and mineral

aerosols in order

tc

SCHEMES

2. Description of the Atmospheric Model
and of the Three Scavenging Schemes
2.1.

Atmospheric

Model

represent it.
In this study we use the 3-D atmospheric model of
For absorbing aerosols, the direct radiative effect tracer transport TM2 developed by M. Helmann at
strongly depends on their altitude. Tegen and Lacis the Max-Planck-Institut fiir Meteorologiein Hamburg

[1996] showthat for a given optical thicknessover a

[Heimannand Keeling,1989;Helmann,1995]. It is an

given surface, mineral aerosol can have a positive or

off-line model driven by the analyzed 12 hourly fields

negative
radiative
forcingdepending
onthealtitudeof fromtheEuropean
CentreForMedium-Range
Weather
the dustlayer.It is therefore
necessary
to reproduceForecasting
(ECMWF).Thisversion
ofthemodel
hasa
wellboththehorizontal
andtheverticaldistribution
of 2.50x 2.50horizontal
resolution
IRamonet,
1994],nine
theaerosols.
A discussion
oftheverticaldistribution
of sigma
levels
extending
fromtheground
to 10mbar,and
mineral
aerosol
canbefoundin theworkofDuce[1995]. is runwitha i hourtimestep.Horizontal
andvertiThis

distribution

consists over the oceans of structured

layers that extend above the marine boundary layer up
to altitudes of 7 km. This pattern of aerosol distri-

cal advection are computed using the slopesschemeof

RussellandLerner[1981],with a slopelimitationadded
to avoidnegativeconcentrations
[Schulzet al., 1998].

bution is confirmedby lidar measurements
[Iwasakae! Subgrid-scalevertical exchangeprocessesare performed
al., 1983, 1988; Swap e! al., 1992; Chazette et al., 1997; usingthe Louis[1979]formulationfor turbulentvertical
Dulac et al., 1997;Hamonouet al., 1997]. Verticalpro- transportand a simplifiedversionof the Tiedlke[1989]
files of aerosolsfrom biomass burning have been col- scheme to compute the mass fluxes in cumulus clouds.
lected by differentialabsorptionlidar (DIAL) during
The 3-D global simulations were conducted for the

the NASA Global TroposphericExperiments/Amazon year 1991 and part of the year 1994 (Januarythrough
BoundaryLayerExperiment(GTE/ABLE 2A)[Browell March)whenthe 2•øPbverticalprofilesweremeasured.
et al., 1988]whichtook placeoverthe AmazonBasinin The simulation of the whole year 1991, which is used
July-August 1985. These vertical profiles showedcon- for comparison with ground-based measurements, is
siderable variations. The Transport and Atmospheric describedby Guelle et al. [1998]for one of the wetChemistrynear the Equator-Atlantic(TRACE A) ex- scavengingschemesand has been repeated with the
periment, which took place over the tropical South At- other two. Every simulation presentedin this work has
lantic in October 1992, showed enhanced aerosol load- been initialized with an empty atmosphereand started
ings as a result of biomassburning. The UV-DIAL pro- 2 months before the period of study. For the profiles
file allowed to identify the vertical extent of the aerosol sampledduring September-October1991 and Februaryplumesovertheseregions[Andersonet al., 1996].
March 1994, the runs were started on July 1, 1991, and
In a previouspaper[Guelleet al., 1998]wepresented December 1, 1993, respectively, and lasted 4 months.
a i yearsimulation
of atmospheric
2•øPbusinga global These simulations have been computed the same way
aerosoltransport model, and we extensivelycompared as for the whole year 1991, with someslight differences.
the model resultsto ground-basedobservationsof con- First, sincewe did not disposeof ECMWF groundprecentrations and deposition. Lead 210 is a tracer of cipitation fields for 1994, we have used the precipitasubmicronicsize aerosolparticles, which are principally tion fields from the National Centers for Environmental

removedfromthe atmosphere
by wet scavenging
[Balka- Predictions/NationalCenter for AtmosphericResearch
nski et al., 1993]. In this paper we presenta detailed (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis.While the 24 hourforecast
comparisonof model simulationsusing our schemeand precipitation fields from ECMWF for 1991 have a temtwo other wet-scavengingschemesfrom the literature in
order to focuson the influenceof wet-removalparameterization on aerosoldistribution and deposition. Available observationsare used as a reference,with special
emphasis on vertical profiles.
Section2 describeshow the three scavengingschemes,
used to compute aerosolglobal distributions, differ.
Section 3 highlightsthe differencesin depositionand

poral resolutionof 12 hours, the NCEP is 6 hourly. Both
precipitation fields were regridded to the model resolution. Since we compare the model results to profiles
measuredover a few hours, the model outputs of these
two shorter simulations were sampled every 6 hours.

Lead 210 is producedfrom 222Rn.In the simulations
of fall 1991 and spring 1994, when we compareindividual vertical profiles, we used the daily concentrationsof

2•øPbsurfaceconcentrations
broughtabout by the dif- 222Rnobtainedfrom a previoussimulationIRamonet
ferent assumptionsin scavenging. We then compare and Monfray,1996]to computethe 2•øPbsourcein
measured vertical profiles to those predicted by the the model. The same run was repeated with the three
model runs. Altitudinal measurements of •øPb are scavengingschemesdescribedbelow. Details about the
used in sensitivity studies to discussthe assumptions treatment of the size distribution can be found in the

madein the schemepresentedby Guelleet al. [1998]. work of Schulzet al. [1998]. In the simulationspre-
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as2•øPbcarriers[Guellee! al., 1998],but couldintroambientaerosolcarrying2•øPbto 0.4 tim for the mass duce a significant bias for large aerosolswith diameters

sented, we have set the size distribution parameters of

median diameter and 1.9 for the geometricstandard de-

greater than i ttm. In the case of partial evaporation

viation [Sanaket al., 1981;Bondietti et al., 1988]. The

the aerosol is not released

details of the 222Rn and 2•øPb simulations can be found

the raindrop diameter is reduced. Part of the raindrops
might undergo complete evaporation and release their

but rather

we assume

that

in the work of Guelle et al. [1998],who comparedextensivelythe 2•øPbdistributionobtainedto available nucleated particle in the atmosphere, although physisurface measurementsof concentration and deposition.
Here we focus on the description of the differencesbetween the three different scavengingschemesused.

cally a reduction in droplet diameter is more likely to
occur. The sensitivity of the B93-G98 scheme to this
assumption is discussedin section 3.
Table I showsthat the formulations of the scavenging
2.2. Wet-Scavenging Schemes
efficiencyfrom schemesRH95 and W88 are similar since
The first scheme has been developed by Kasibhatla scavengingcoefficientsand the precipitating fractions
et al. [1991]and has been adaptedto the TM2 model are not much different. Therefore the only difference is
the rain

amount

taken

into

consideration

in the scav-

by Rehfeldand Helmann[1995]to computescavenging
of radioactivetracers(hereinafterreferredto as RH95). enging at any height z. SchemeW88 usesthe local preThe secondscheme,describedby Walton et al. [1988] cipitation formation rate at height z, which represents
(hereinafterreferredto asW88), hasbeenusedto scav- only a fraction of the ground precipitation rate used
engefire smoke[Ghanet al., 1988],nitrogen[Penneret by scheme RH95 at each altitude. Therefore these two
al., 1991], carbonaceous
aerosol[œiousse
et al., 1996], scavengingschemeswill lead to different aerosolvertical

and 21øpbaerosol[Lee and Feichter,1995]. Scheme distributions, with more aerosol in scheme W88 below
RH95 was chosenfor its simple treatment of wet scav- 3.6 km and more aerosol above 3.6 km in scheme RH95
enging. SchemeW88 is widely used in global aerosol since no scavengingoccurs above that height.
Both scavengingschemes,W88 and B93-G98, take
simulations and has proven to give the best agreement
with ground-basedobservationsin a previousintercom- into consideration the vertical distribution of precipitaparisonpaper of aerosolwet-scavenging
schemes[Lee tion to scavengeaerosol. Scheme B93-G98 uses local
and Feichter, 1995]. Scheme3 is the schemeusedby precipitation formation rates to compute cloud water
Balkanski
½tal. [1993]for globalsimulation
of 2•øpb condensation rate, whereas W88 computes scavenging
aerosol which has been expanded to deal with size- efficiency as a function of the formation of precipitation
distributedaerosols[Guelle et al., 1998]. It has been at height z. To compare schemesW88 and B93-G98,
appliedto mineral aerosolstudies[Guell½,1998]and is we computed the scavengingefficienciesof both schemes
describedby Guelle et al. [1998](hereinafterreferred for different ground precipitation rates. The scavengto as the B93-G98 scheme). Table 1 summarizeshow ing efficienciescomputed by B93-G98 are at least twice
the scavengingefficienciesare computed in these three that calculated for schemeW88 at any height. We conclude that schemeB93-G98 is more efficient at scavengdifferent schemes.
ing aerosolby synopticprecipitation than the other two
2.2.1. Scavenging by synoptic precipitation.

The three schemescompute scavengingby synoptic pre- schemes.
2.2.2. Scavenging by convective precipitation.
cipitation through first-order lossoperators. In scheme
RH95 the scavengingefficiencydependson the ground Scheme B93-G98 computes aerosol scavengingin conprecipitationrate, whichis equivalentto assumea con- vective precipitation as part of the mass flux entrained
stant scavengingratio. Precipitating cloud heights are in convective cloud. The other two schemes use a firstas for
fixed to 3.6 km and do not allow the scavengingof the order loss coefficient with the same formulation
aerosol above. A buildup of the aerosol load occurs the synoptic precipitation. Scheme RH95 uses a conabove3.6 km altitude in regionswhere large-scalepre- stant scavengingcoefficientup to 8.6 km. In the scheme
cipitation dominates. SchemesW88 and B93-G98 are W88, scavengingdepends on the rate of formation of
similar in their formulation of synoptic precipitation. precipitation, but no scavengingoccurs below cloud
They are both basedon the work of Giorgi and Charnel- base. The vertical profiles needed in scheme W88 for
des[1986],which accountsfor the vertical distribution convective precipitation are the ones derived from the
of precipitation. The vertical profilesusedfor synoptic GISS model.
The main differences between the two schemes RH95
precipitation
are thosefromthe GISS (GoddardInstitute for SpaceStudies)generalcirculationmodel[see and W88 are as follows' in schemeW88, scavengingby

Guelle et al., 1998]. Only the B93-G98 schemecomputesseparatelybelow-cloudscavenging.While scheme
RH95 doesnot separatebelow- and in-cloud scavenging,
schemeW88 doesnot compute it at all, which is of little impact for global modelingof small particles such

convectiveprecipitation is limited to 30% of the aerosol

massin the grid box sinceF=0.3 (seeTable 1). For
schemeRH95, all the aerosolmass in a given grid box
can be scavenged,but the scavengingcoefficient is 10
times less than for the W88 scheme. Supposing that

28,878
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Table 1. Formulation of ScavengingEfficiencyby Both Synoptic and ConvectivePrecipitation for Three
Schemes
Scheme

Formulation

Remarks

Scavenging by Synoptic Precipitation

RH95

r/= 1 -exp ( -APsAt )
with A=0.185

r/-F [ 1-exp(-A7

W88

with F=

B93-G98

Scavengingis constant with altitude below 3.6 km.
No scavengingabove.

mm '•

1 and A=

0.24 mm -•

If R > 0 (in-cloudscavenging),
r/=F[1-exp (-/?At)]

Scavengingis computed according to local formation of
precipitation. Below-cloud scavengingis neglected.

In-cloud scavengingis computed according to local
condensationrate and local precipitating fraction.

with F,/? function of Q after GC86.

If R _<0 (below-cloudscavenging),

r/=F [ 1- exp(-A• At )]
with F-

Below-cloud scavengingis computed according to
local precipitation and aerosol size distribution.

Fcloudbase and A depends on

aerosol size distribution

after DH76.

Scavenging by Convective Precipitation
RH95

r/= 1 -exp (-APsAt)
with A = 0.047 mm -•

,=F [ 1-exp(-A•At)]

W88

with F = 0.3 and A = 0.47 mm -•

B93-G98

Shallowconvection(up to 2.6 km),
r/= 0.5 x.•,

with .•, after T89

Deep convection(above2.6 kin),

Scavengingis constant with altitude below 8.6 km.
No scavengingabove.
Scavengingis computed according to local formation of
precipitation. Below-cloud scavengingis neglected.
Scavengingis computed as part of the mass fluxes
entrained in the cumulus updrafts according to
convective precipitation occurrence.

r/= 1.0 x.T'•,

The scavengingefficiency•/is the removalrate of aerosolwhich correspondsto the ratio of the lost aerosolmass

withina timestepAt (hour)to the initialmass.It depends
on a scavenging
coefficient
,• (mm-1) or/? (s-1) and,
accordingto the wet-scavengingschemeused, on the precipitating fraction of the grid box F, combinedwith either

the groundprecipitation
rate Ps (mmh-1), or the localprecipitation
rate P• (mmh-1), or the localprecipitation
formationrate R (mmh-1), or the localcondensation
rate Q (kgm-3 s-1), or the aerosol
massfractionentrained
in the updrafts.•,. Referencesgivenin this table are Dana and Hales[1976], Giorgiand Chameides[1986], Tiedtke
[1989],and Balkanskiet al. [1993].

the local precipitation rate is one tenth of the ground synopticand convectiveprecipitationare presentedby
precipitation, the two scavengingschemeswill compute averagingover each 300 latitudinal band. The differequalefficiencies
up to 8 mmh-• Accordingto the ences in surface deposition fluxes between the three
aresmall,rangingfromabout20 Bqm-2 yr-•
GISS vertical profiles, most of the convectiveprecipita- schemes
tion is forming between 1.4 and 10.3 km altitude, cor- at highnorthernlatitudesto lessthan 10 Bqm-2 yr-•
respondingto four model layers in the TM2. Partition- in the tropicsand southernhemisphere.SchemesRH95
ing the ground precipitation rate among thesefour lay- and W88 agree closely,whereas the B93-G98 scheme
ers gives precipitation formation rates greater than the leadsto higher valuesat high and midlatitudesand to
tenth of the ground precipitation rate in each of them, slightly lower valuesin the tropics.
In order to determine whether deposition measureimplying that schemeW88 is more efficientthan scheme
R}t95, except below i km where it does not compute mentscouldallow to distinguishbetweentheseschemes,
scavengingat all. Sincemassfluxes (used by scheme we have compared the annual total deposition fluxes
B93-G98) and rainfall rates (used by the other two simulated by the three schemesat the 147 sampling
schemes)are not related in any simpleway, we cannot stationspresentedby Guelle e! al. [1998]. Resultsare
simply discussthe effectsof the respectiveformulations shownin Figure 1. We clearly seethat the deposition
of these two different types of wet-scavengingschemes. fluxes predicted by schemesRH95 and W88 are almost
equal and very similar to those simulated by scheme
Respective results will be compared hereinafter.
B93-G98. The only noticeabledifferencesbetween the
3.

3.1.

Results

and

Deposition

Discussion

threeschemes
(highestvaluesin Figure1) occurat stations experiencingstrong convectiveprecipitation as-

sociatedwith the monsoonregime(India and Japan).

Table 2 presents the annual mean deposition fluxes Theseconclusions
agreewith Lee and Feichter[1995].
for 2•øPbas calculatedfrom the three wet-scavengingThey found very similar yearly mean biases between
fluxesobserved
and simulatedby four
schemes. Both total deposition and deposition from a•øPbdeposition
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Table 2. ZonalAverages
of Annual2•øPbDepositionby 300Wide LatitudinalBandfor Each
of the Three Schemesand for Each Deposition Type

Deposition,Bqm-2 yr-•
Scheme RH95

Latitude

Scheme W88

Conv.• Syno.b Totalc

Scheme B93-G98

Conv. Syno. Total

Conv. Syno. Total

90øN-60øN
60øN-30øN
30øN-0øN
0øS-30øS
30øS-60øS
60øS-90øS

11
47
75
45
13
I

66
65
5
4
14
6

96
133
97
58
29
7

19
67
78
46
15
I

44
45
3
3
11
5

89
136
98
58
28
8

15
50
60
34
10
I

78
75
10
10
23
8

108
144
87
53
34
9

Global

42

21

75

47

15

75

35

28

75

Conv., convective; Syno., synoptic.
•Flux due to convective precipitation.

bFlux due to synopticprecipitation.
cThe difference between the total deposition and the sum of the two different wet deposition fluxes
gives the turbulent dry deposition contribution.

1250

,,,,,,,,,

wet-scavengingschemesat 122 stations,with differences
rangingfrom 6.0 to 9.6%.

_

Figure 2 comparesthe residencetime of 2•øPbfor

1000

•

500

each 300 latitudinal band and the 2•øPb content of the

;

free troposphere and of the boundary layer. We define
the free tropospheric residencetime as the ratio of the
total free tropospheric content divided by the total deposition at the surface. In scheme W88 the residence
times are the same for both the tropics and the midlatitudes in both hemispheres. Looking at the tropics
where convectiveprecipitation dominates and at high
latitudes where most precipitation is synoptic, it is clear
that the most efficient schemeat scavengingin the tropics is W88, whereasB93-G98 is the most efficientat high

o o

250

0

250

500

7

_

_

o o

•000

o o
0 0

• ?•0

o øo

•

oo

•

0

= •00

•

-

-

o

o

latitudes. Table 2 and Figure 2 showthat different partitionings of the three removal processesat midlatitudes
can lead to the same residencetimes. For example, at
northern midlatitudes, schemes RH95 and W88 both
have nearly the same total deposition and residence
times but with very different contributions from convective and synoptic precipitations. It is noteworthy that
a negative feedbackoperated in the deposition: weaker
scavengingwill increaseaerosoltropospheric concentration, which in turn increasesthe total deposition. Over
long periods this feedback evens out differencesin total deposition fluxes between the two schemes. Given
all the above remarks

and the small

differences

in total

depositionseenin Figure 1, we concludethat a comparison between simulated and observed deposition alone
is of limited use to assessthe accuracy of a scavenging
scheme.

depositionflux
RH95
(Bqrn
-2yr-1)

3.2.

Surface and Vertically

Integrated

Concentrations

Figure 1. Comparison between the annual total de-

positionflux (Bqm-2yr-•) simulatedby the three

Figure 3 displaysthe global distribution of the annual

schemesat the 147 sampling stations presented by

meantropospheric
2•øpbconcentrations.
In Table3 we

Gu½ll½
½tal. [1998].

present surface and tropospheric annual mean concen-

28,880
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I

We have compared the predicted monthly averaged

I

concentrations

lEE3
2km
-tropopause
I

simulations

•10-2•

air

from

those observed

each

of the

at several

three

stations.

It

is important to note that we only present results at
the stations, among the 35 presented by Guelle et al.

RH95

:.i

in surface

with

B93-G98

[1998],for which there are the most significantdiffer-

W88

ences between the monthly concentrations simulated

with the three schemes. Results are shown in Figures 4a-4c. We grouped the high latitudes together

in Figures4a (northernhemisphere)and 4b (southern
hemisphere)to focuson the treatmentof synopticpre0

i

-60

-90

i

-30

i

i

0

30

i

90

30 ø wide latitudinal band

cipitation. The schemeW88 overestimatesthe observed
concentrations by a factor of 2, whereas the other two
schemespredict concentrations in much closer agreement

with

the observed

values.

If we consider

annual

Figure 2. Zonalaverages
of meanannual21øpbres- concentrationsin surface air at the 59 stations presented

idencetime (days) from 0 to 2 km (hatchedbar) and
from 2 km to the tropopause(as definedin Table 3)
(clear bar) by a 30ø wide latitudinal band for the
schemes
RH95 (dark grey),W88 (light grey), and B93G98 (white).
trations

simulated

by Guelle et ai. [1998] located polewardof 40ø latitude, the mean bias against observedvalues is-4%
with schemeB93-G98, but +10% with scheme RH95

and +32% with schemeW88 (bias(%)=100x (cOnCmoa-

with the three schemes for each 30 ø

-180

wide latitudinal band (the troposphereis definedfrom
the groundto 16, 10, and 9 km for latitudinal bands0ø30ø, 300-60ø, and 600-90ø, respectively).Differentscavengingschemeslead to large differencesin either tro-
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smallerdifferences
in surfacedeposition(seeTable 2).
At high latitudes the schemesRH95 and W88 predict
concentrationsgreater by more than a factor of 2 compared to B93-G98. Moreover, whereas schemesB93-
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northern and southern midlatitudes, schemeW88 leads

to larger concentrations.Close agreementamong the

• '•.,.:

three schemesis found in the tropics. We also note
that the aerosolatmosphericloading in schemeRH95

is greaterthan the other two schemesfor all latitudinal
bands,due to higherupper troposphericconcentrations.
This buildup yields to an elevated mean annual troposphericresidencetime (9.5 dayscomparedto 7.2 days
estimatedby Turekianet al. [1977]and 6.5 days by
Lambertet ai. [1982]). With the other two schemes

(B93-G98andW88),21øpbhasa residence
timeof 7.2
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and 7.8 days.

Surfacelevel concentrations
(Table 3) differ mostly
at high latitudes. Although the three schemeslead to
similar surface concentrations in the tropics, scheme

W88 yields higher concentrationsthan the other two
deposition schemesat middle and high latitudes. In

all threecasesthe verticalgradientof 21øpbshowsincreased concentrations

with

90øS because of the remote

altitude
location

between
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of sources at these
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latitudes. It is noticeable that on a global average,

troposphericconcentrationis about 35% larger with
scheme RH95

than with

the other two schemes due to

Figure 3. Meanannualtropospheric
21øpbconcentration (pBqm-a) with scheme
RH95 (top), scheme
W88

the limited height where scavengingtakes effect. At (middle), and schemeB93-G98 (bottom). Isolinesare
high southern latitudes, schemeW88 predicts surface 50,100,200,400, and 600. Tropopauseheight is defined
concentrations
20% higherthan the other two schemes. in Table 3.
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Table 3. ZonalAveragesof Mean Annual21øpbConcentration
in Both Surface
Air and Troposphereby 300 Wide Latitudinal Band for Each of the Three Schemes

Concentration,t•Bqm-a
Troposphere•

Surface

Scheme

Scheme

Scheme

Scheme

Scheme

Scheme

RH95

W88

B93-G98

RH95

W88

B93-G98

90øN-60øN
60øN-30øN
30øN-0øN
0øS-30øS
30øS-60øS
60øS-90øS

502
505
341
244
139
131

546
434
239
154
95
89

241
276
280
208
73
65

489
539
476
259
88
26

718
676
509
266
111
51

390
492
501
289
89
17

Global

287

214

203

333

388

331

Latitude

•The troposphere includes the atmosphere between the surface and the tropopause for

which the altitude is definedaccordingto Lambert et al. [1982] as !6, 10, and 9 km for
latitudinal bands 00-300 300-600 and 600-900 respectively.

cOnCob,)/max(conCmoa,COnCob,)).
The associatedcorre- The largest differencebetweenschemesRH95 and B93lation

coefficients

between

model

and observation

data

at these stations are 0.85, 0.84, and 0.79. At Thule
the observed seasonal cycle is more pronounced and
hence better reproduced with scheme RH95 than with

G98 appears at the Antarctic station Dumont d'Urville

(67øS).It canbe explainedby the lack of scavenging
by
synoptic precipitation above 3.6 km in scheme RH95,

hencethe 2zøPbin the free troposphere
is scarcelyscav-

the others. The weak scavengingof aerosolby synoptic enged and can easily reach high southernlatitudes.
precipitation in scheme RH95 induces higher concenTo compare the scavengingschemesin the tropics
trations than scheme B93-G98
over the Greenland
ice where convective precipitation is dominant, we consheet. SchemesRH95 and B93-G98, although having sidered six tropical stations in Figure 4c. Not withdifferent assumptionsfor below-cloud scavenging,re- standing Midway and Mauna Loa stations, we see litproducewellthe observed2•øPbsurfaceconcentrations.tle differences in the concentrations simulated by the
three schemes. Springtime concentrations at Midway
lOOO
, 1000
are overpredicted by schemesRH95 and W88. This is
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Figure 4b. Same as Figure 4a but for four stations
locatedat southernhigh latitudes.
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sphere and above. Since scavengingoccursonly up to

3.6 km heightin that scheme,the 21øpbformedabove
contributesto thesehigh values. In the tropicsand
subtropicsthe main differenceis between the B93-G98
scheme Which computes scavengingfrom the aerosol
mass flux entrained in the updrafts, and the other two
schemesthat depend on the precipitation rates. Unlike the other two schemesthe scheme B93-G98, based
on mass fluxes, does not show a pronouncedminimum
concentrationaround 8 km height. Below, we further
compare the model vertical profiles to observationsin
the tropics.

3.3.1. Comparison between observed and simulated 2•øpb vertical profiles. To understandthe

influence
ENEWETAK
(11N,162E)t BARBADOS
(13N,59W)
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25O
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schemes on the vertical

dis-

engingschemes
is describedby Lee and Feichter[1995].

JASOND
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Figure 4c.

of the different

tribution, we have compared the profiles of concentrations issued from the three simulations with existing
tropospheric measurements. An attempt to compare
observedand simulated profileswith four different scav-
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Same as Figure 4a but for six stations

located in the tropics.

tions at Mauna Loa (3400 m abovesea level (asl)) during springtimeare significantlyhigher than at Midway,
although the distancefrom the Asian continent (where

mostof the 21øpbsourceis) to MaunaLoais twicethat
of Midway. Clearly, our modeling doesnot allow to resolve these discrepancies.An underestimated sourceof
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222Rn,the precursor
of 21øPb,overAsiahasbeensug-
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gestedto explain the differencesat Mauna Loa (P.S.
Kasibhatla and N.M. Mahowald, personalcommunication).
In summary, aside from the local differencesdepicted
in this section and that the tendency schemeW88 has
to overpredict high-latitude surfaceconcentrations,the
three schemesbehave rather similarly at reproducing

the monthly 21øpbconcentrationsmeasurednear the
surfaceat most of the samplingstations.
3.3.

Vertical

Distribution

Figure5 depictsthe respective
zonalmean21øpbconcentrations as a function of altitude using the three

scavenging
schemes.
The 21øpbat southernmiddleand
high latitudes is transported from more northward regions where land coversmuch larger areas and hence

4<'

where21øpbis muchmoreabundant.This explainsthe
steepnorth-southgradient encounteredin the southern
hemisphere. At northern middle and high latitudes,
since scheme W88 removes less efficiently the aerosol
than the other two schemes,it produceshighersurface
concentrations. Another significant differencethat can
be seenis the unrealisticallyhigh zonal mean concentrations producedby schemeRH95 in the middle tropo-

4-::',•

.

.••,
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Figure 5. Zonal averagesas a functionof altitude of

meanannual21øpbconcentration
(pBqm-3) obtained
with schemes
RH95 (top), W88 (middle),and B93-G98
(bottom). Isolinesare 25, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400,
500, and 600.
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Figure 6. Locationof the 2•øPb concentrationmeasurements
in altitude used in this study.
The shadedarea over North Americaincludesthe locationof measurements
doneby Moore et al.
[1973]in January1968and 1971and in August 1971. The numberscorrespond
to the location
of verticalprofilesobtainedfrom concentrationmeasurements
in altitude duringtwo campaigns
overthe North Pacific. Eachprofileis the result of concentrations
measuredat differentheights
during the sameflight within approximately6 hours and which locationsare includedin the same
modelcolumn. Profilesi to 8 are from PEM-West A campaignwhichtook placeover the Pacific
in Septemberand October1991[Dibbet al., 1996]. Profiles11 to 23 werecarriedout in February
and March 1994duringthe campaignPEM-West B [Dibbet al., 1997].This numberinghasbeen
chosento differentiatein the figure the profilesfrom the two campaigns,and is increasingwith

the samplingdate. To avoidoverlapping,
we havedisplaced
someof the profilenumbers(inside
circles),wherethe true locationis givenby the edgeof the associatedarrow.
Many of the measurementsthey used were taken in the of 222Rn
concentration,
that the Tiedtke[1989]scheme
stratosphere,and the comparisonis complicated by the usedin the TM2 causestoo high convectionduringsumpoor model resolutionat theseheightsand the difficulty mer over North America.
to resolvethe stratosphere-troposphere
exchange.
To do a more in-depth study of the differencesbeThe shadedarea in Figure 6 showsthe location of ob- tween the scavengingschemes,we compare the model

servationsfrom Mooreet al. [1973]overNorth America. resultsfor the simulationsof fall 1991 and spring 1994
We have averagedthese profilesfrom two periods: Jan- to the vertical profilestaken by J. E. Dibb in Sept.-Oct.
uary and August. For each month there were only two 1991 during the NASA Pacific Exploratory Missioninstantaneous observed profiles, and in the absence of West, PhaseA (PEM-West A) expedition[Dibbet al.,
meteorological data for 1971, we used the 1991 simu- 1996]and in Feb.-March1994duringthe PEM-West B
lation to comparemean January and August vertical expedition[Dibbet al., 1997],both taking placemostly
profiles over the model grid box where the measurements took place. Vertical profile comparisonsare presented in Figure 7. Only schemeB93-G98 reproduces
the observedwinter profile when synoptic precipitation
dominates, although it overestimatesthe high tropospheric concentrationsby approximately a factor of 2.
No schemereproduces accurately the slope of the observedsummer profile. This could be due either to a different meteorologyin 1971 than during the year 1991 of
the simulation or to a poorly resolvedconvectionin the

over western

North

Pacific.

In all cases we are able to

compare these profiles to the model results for the ana-

lyzed meteorologicalconditionsof the same days. The
comparisonto the observedvertical profiles of concentrations consistsin selectingthe locations included in
the same model grid column where the plane flew at
different heightsduring the same flight, i.e., approximately within 6 hours. The output concentrations in
the model are set every 6 hours in order to compare as
accurately as possible observed and simulated instanta-

model. Indeed, Mahowaldet al. [1995]have shown,by neousconcentrations.We showin Figure 6 the location
comparisonof predicted and observed vertical profiles whereverticalprofilesweremeasured(the planeascents
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ing accuratelythe troposphere-stratosphere
exchanges.
This explains why this tropopausefold is not simulated
by the model, yielding an underestimateof the highThe PEM-West B campaign gives an additional information since it took place at a time of the year
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tion is important at midlatitudes. Moreover, circulation patterns were alsodifferentthan for the PEM-West
A period, with the Japan jet responsiblefor most of
the Asian continental outflow extending farther south
and being stronger in intensity in Feb.-Mar. than in
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Sep.-Oct. [Gregoryet al., 1997;Merrill et al., 1997].
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Figure 7. Comparisonbetweenobservedand predicted

verticalprofiles
of21øPb
concentrations
(ttBqm-a) with
the three schemesover North America for January and

August. The observedprofiles(thick solid line) are
both the combination of two instantaneousprofiles ob-

Consideringthe convectiveand synopticprecipitation
amountsfor that period accordingto the analyzed precipitations from NCEP, we can distinguishprofilesobtained in regionswhere convectiveprecipitation dominates(profiles11 to 15, Figure8b) versusregionswhere
synopticprecipitationis more important (profiles 16
to 23, Figure 8c). Aside from profile 15 for which no
schemesucceedsin reproducingthe observedconcentrations, schemesRH95 and W88 overpredict the profiles by roughly a factor of 2, whereasschemeB93-G98
comes in closer agreement with the observations. In

tained in 1968 and/or 1971. The simulatedprofilesare

contrast to the results obtained with PEM-West

monthly averagesfor January and August 1991. The
dashed line with circles correspondsto scheme RH95,
dotted line with open squaresto schemeW88, and thin
solid line with solid squaresto schemeB93-G98.

surements, concentrations predicted with scheme B93G98 over convective

A mea-

areas are less than those with

the

other two schemes.This is attributable to the synoptic
precipitation band that spreadsfrom Japan to south-

easternChina and removesefficiently•øPb en route
from the Asian continentalsourceto more tropical reand descentsdo not allow to have profilesaJongall the gionswhere convectiveprecipitation dominates.
tracksthat wereflown). We couldassemble
eight proThis efficiencyat scavengingis clearly observedin
files for PEM-West A, and thirteen for PEM-West B. regionswhere synopticprecipitationdominates(FigFigures 8a-8c show the comparisonof the vertical pro- ure 8c). Schemes
RH95 and W88 overestimatethe obfiles obtained by the three schemeswith those observed; served concentrations, whereas schemeB93-G98 shows
Figure 8a is for PEM-West A and Figures 8b and 8c for a much better agreement,except for profile 17. Again,
PEM-West
B.
the disagreementshown by schemeB93-G98 for proThe PEM-West A campaigntook place in late sum- file 21 is attributable to a strong tropopause fold the
mer to early fall, when convective activity dominates model does not simulate. This conclusion was reached
over the Pacific. As already discussed, we can no- by Dibbel al. [1997]lookingat O3 andaerosol-scattering
tice in Figure 8a that predicted concentrationswith vertical profiles from a UV-DIAL instrument. These
schemeB93-G98 are often higher than with the other vertical distributions clearly show a deep intrusion of
two schemes,indicating a less efficient scavengingby stratospheric air which can explain the twofold increase
convectiveprecipitation. Leaving profile 2 for which the of observed 2•øPb concentration at 10.7 km altitude
discrepancybetween observedand predicted concentra- between profiles 21 and 23 which were taken within 6
tion seems not to depend on the scavengingscheme, hours.
we see in Figure 8a that the schemeB93-G98 is in
It is evident from these different profile comparisons
better agreementwith observationsthan the other two that schemesRH95 and W88 are not efficient enoughin
schemesfor all flights except for flight 7.
removing2•øPbfromthe atmosphere
via synopticpreThe comparison
betweentwo profiles(1 and 3) taken cipitation. However, we can notice in Figures 7 and 8c
over the same location shows a threefold increase of
the reversetrend betweenmiddle/highand low tropothe 2•øPb concentrations at 8.5 km altitude. This is sphere for the profiles simulated by these two schemes.
the result of a stratospheric air intrusion which pen- In fact, whereas
schemeRH95 exhibitsgreater2•øPb
etrates deeply in the troposphere[seeBrowell et al., concentrationsin the high tropospheredue to the lack
1996, Plate 2]. The model doesnot accountfor this of scavengingabove 3.6 km altitude, it showssmaller
kind of problem because of its very poor vertical res- 2XøPbconcentrations
in the low troposphere,because
olution in the stratosphere, preventing from simulat- of its more efficientscavengingsinceit doesnot distin-
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Figure 8a. Comparison
of instantaneous
verticalprofiles
of 2•øPbconcentrations
(ttBqm-a)

predicted
by the threeschemes
with verticalprofilesobserved
overthe westernNorthPacific,in
September-October
1991duringthe PEM-WestA campaign.The differentlinescorrespond
to
the casesin Figure7. The observed
profilesareplottedassolidcirclesfor the measurements,
as

well aslinearinterpolationlinesbetweentwo consecutive
samplesin altitude. This line is dotted
when two consecutive
samplesare distant by more than 5 km in altitude.
guish in-cloud scavengingfrom interceptionbelow the
cloud base.

3.3.2.
Quantitative comparison. In order to
quantify the ability of eachof the three schemesto simulate the vertical distribution of 2•øPb we have first com12

pared the vertical gradientsof concentrationsmeasured
and simulated. For this purposewe have calculated47
gradientsof observed2•øPbconcentrations
as a function
of height for each couple of two consecutivealtitudes
of samplingsdeducedfrom all the profilespresented
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Figure 8b. SameasFigure8a but in February-March
1994duringthe PEM-WestB campaign
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Figure 8e. Sameas Figure8a but in February-March
1994duringthe PEM-WestB campaign
near the east Asian

coast.

in Figures8a-8c. We have repeatedthesecalculations convectiveprecipitation (PEM-West A results) and a
for the three simulations,
the 2•øPbconcentrations
for too weak scavengingby synopticprecipitation(PEMeach samplingaltitude being interpolatedlinearly be- West B results).For schemeB93-G98we observea re(the
tweenthe two surroundingmodellevels.The observed versetrend with a closeragreementto observations
and simulatedvertical gradientsare then binned into
100•uBqm-akm-• wideintervalsfor the comparison
presented
in Table 4. Theseresultsindicatethat the Table 4. Percentageof Time Observedand Simumass flux schemeto compute aerosolscavengingby
convective
precipitationreproduces
better the gradients
than the two first-order

schemes.

lated Values of Vertical Gradients of 2•øPb Concen-

trationsFall/Do Not Fall Within the SameInterval,
or Are of Opposite Sign

To estimate the extent to which the different wet-

scavenging
schemes
couldunderpredictor overpredict

Scheme

Within

Out of

Opposite

Range
•

Rangeb

Gradient
½

the observedaltitudinal 2•øPb concentrations,we have

comparedmodelresultsto all the samples(including
thoseusedto assemblethe 21 verticalprofiles)carried
out over the westernpart of the North Pacific Ocean
duringthe two PEM-Westcampaigns.
The locationof
thesesamplesis indicatedin Figure9. Table 5 presents
the mean bias betweenobservedand simulated2•øPb
concentrationsfor three altitude ranges.SchemesRH95
and W88 underestimate the observed concentrations in

RH95
W88
B93-G98

49
51
72

ß

19
23
13

32
26
15

Values refer to the percentagefrom 47 observedgra-

dientsbinned into the followingintervals: [-400;-300],

[-300;-200], [-200;-100], [-100;0], [0;100],[100;200]
expressed
in t•Bqm-3 km-•.
•Simulated gradient is in the same interval as in the

Sep.-Oct. 1991 and overestimate
them in the whole observed one.
tropospherein Feb.-Mar. 1994. This pattern is more
bSimulatedgradientis out of the interval but has the
pronounced
for schemeW88. We suggest
that it results same sign as the observedone.
from a combination of excessiveaerosolscavengingby

½Simulatedgradient is oppositeto the observedone.
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each other. These biaseswill compoundthe uncertainty
70N'

O
ß
Q
F1
I

PEM-WestA (0- 2 km)
PEM-WestA (2- 6 km)
PEM-WestA (6-10km)
PEM-WestB (0- 2 km)
PEM-WestB (2- 6 km)

D

PEM-West B

in the estimate

radiative

effect

3.4. Sensitivity of Vertical Distribution
to Assumptions of Scheme B93-G98

50N-

Several assumptions have been made in the scheme
B93-G98 to computethe wet scavengingof aerosolsand
have been discussedby Guelle et al. [1998] through
sensitivity runs. Two of these assumptionshave to do
with the treatment of scavengingby synoptic precipi-

..

[1IIl[]r 1

-o 30N-

of the direct or indirect

of aerosols.

tation.

Scheme B93-G98

considers both no interstitial

aerosol within the cloud and that partial evaporation
below the cloud does not allow any release of aerosol

"20N-

particles. Gu½lleet al. [1998]showedsensitivitysim-

10N-

OE]

cot

0

ulations to estimate the validity of these assumptions.
One simulation has been done with a 70% in-cloud scav-

•m
[]

o

engingefficiency(hereinafterreferredto as simulation
INC70) insteadof 100%in the referencesimulation,and
the other

one considers

that

a fraction

of the aerosol

in precipitation is releasedbelow the cloud, this frac-

20S

tion dependingon the rainwaterevaporationrate (hereinafter referredto as simulationEVAP). The previous

ß ' •N,
110E 120E 130E 140E 150E 160E 170E

180

longitude

Figure 9. Location of measurementscarried out up to
10 km over the western North Pacific during the two
PEM-West campaigns.
mean bias never exceeds +24%

for this scheme when it

study has shown that ground measurementswere not
sufficient to draw any conclusion,either becauseof the
weak changein the surface concentration or deposition
induced by the sensitivity runs or because of the lack
of measurementsin the areas where there is a significant differencebetween the referenceand the sensitivity
simulations. We looked here at whether sensitivity simulations can induce significantmodification of the ver-

may reach-+-50%for the other two ones).

tical distribution

This study highlights the differencesin vertical distribution causedby the three schemes.Any one of the
three schemesleads to the correct deposition and surface concentrations,but the respectivesimulated vertical redistributionsof the aerosolsignificantlydiffer from

through the observedvertical profiles.
We have repeated these two sensitivity simulations,
for the two periods of PEM-West campaignswith a 2
month spin up, and compared the predicted vertical
profiles with those from both the reference simulation

of aerosols which could be evaluated

and the observations.

Table 5. Mean Bias Between 2•øpb Concentrations

Observed
andSimulatedWith threeSchemes
During
PEM-WestCampaignsfor DifferentAltitude Ranges
Mean Bias, %
Altitude

Range, km

N

Scheme

Scheme

Scheme

RI-I95

W88

B93-G98

PEM-WestA Campaign(Sept.-Oct.1991)
0-2

2-6
6-10

17
9
28

-30
-22
3

-27
-53
-46

20
6
24

PEM-West B Campaign(Feb.-March199•4)
0- 2
2- 6
6-10

23
30
43

16
33
49

N is the number of samples.

30
39
22

-17
-6
-9

We found in simulation

INC70

an increase
of the 2•øPbrangingfrom 10 to 20% above
7 km altitude in Sept.-Oct. 1991 (PEM-West A), compared to the standard run, and a 5 to 35% increase
in the whole tropospheric column in Feb.-March 1994

(PEM-West B), exceptfor profile 17 whichexhibits a
twofold increaseof the tropospheric2•øPb concentrations.

For the simulation

EVAP

the increase in concen-

tration rangesfrom 0 to 60% from the groundto 10 km
altitude for the two campaigns.
Figure 10 showsthe observedprofiles and those from
the reference and sensitivity simulations for the cases
when the sensitivity simulationslead to a significant
change in the vertical profile. For profiles 2, 6, and
17, no conclusioncan be drawn from the comparison
of reference

and EVAP

simulations

with

the observa-

tions. On the other hand, the profiles 5 and 18 show
that the resultsfrom the referencesimulation agreewell
with measurements near the surface, whereas simula-

tion EVAP (which differsby its treatment of evapora-
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Figure 10. Comparison
of instantaneous
verticalprofilesof observed
2•øPbconcentrations
(pBqm-3) withthosesimulated
by thereference
andEVAPsimulations
(seetext)for thePEMWestA period(top) andthosesimulated
by the reference
EVAP andINC70 (seetext) simulations
for the PEM-West B period (bottom). Thick solidline corresponds
to observations,
thin solid
line with solid squaresto the referencesimulation, dotted line with open squaresto the EVAP
simulation, and dashedline with open circlesto the INC70 simulation. Only profilesfor which
the differencebetween referenceand one of the sensitivity simulationsis visible are plotted. The
results of INC70 simulation are not plotted for PEM-West A period becauseof no significant
changecomparedwith the referencesimulation.

tion) overestimates
them. This substantiatesthe pre- Table 6. Same as Table 5 but for Sensitivity Simuliminary resultsfrom Guelle el al. [1998]who found lations With Scheme B93-G98
that computinga partial releaseof the aerosolthrough
Mean Bi•s, %

rainwater evaporation tends to overestimate the observed surface

Altitude

concentrations.

The profile 16 showsthat the simulationINC70 simu-

R•nge, km

lates better than the reference simulation 21øPb concentrations at 6 and 9 km altitude. Unfortunately, only one

N

Reference

Simul.

Simul.

EVAP

IN C70

PEM- WestA Campaign(Sept.-Oct. 1991)

profile improvesthe agreementwith observations.We

0-2

therefore

2-6

17
9

20
6

27
16

23
11

6-10

28

24

30

29

also looked

at the individual

measurements

depictedin Figure 9. We computedin Table 6 the mean
bias between the observations

and the model results for

PEM-West B Campaign(Feb.-March199d)

the reference and sensitivity simulations. We see the

weak changein the middle and high tropospherewhen
the treatment of evaporationis changed. When incorporationof aerosols
into liquidwateris reducedto 70%

(INC70), the meanbias at reproducingPEM-WestA

O- 2
2- 6
6-10

23
30
43

-17
-6
-9

-12
-2
-6

-13
0
0
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concentrationsslightly increases,but there is a significant improvement at reproducingP EM-West B concentrations, with a mean bias equal to zero for the whole
free troposphere.
4.

A wet-scavenging
scheme[Balkanski½t al., 1993;
Gu½ll½½t al., 1998]has been incorporatedin a global
3-D atmospheric transport model which fully describes

the aerosolsize distribution[Schulz½tal., 1998]. This
schemetreats differently removal by convectivefrom the
removal by synoptic precipitation. While the former
considers

the aerosol mass entrained

in wet convective

updrafts, the latter is basedon the vertical distribution
of precipitation and computes separately in-cloud and
below-cloudscavenging. Since wet removal below the
cloud depends on particle size, we have chosen to use
a parameterization that computes the aerosol size distribution before and after scavenging.The influenceon
the size distribution is particularly important for aerosol
sizesabove 1 ttm diameter.
In order to assessimprovements in aerosol wet deposition brought by our parameterization we have compared it with two other schemeswidely used in global
aerosol simulations: one in which the scavengingefficiency is uniform in the precipitating cloud from the
top to the ground regardlessof where precipitation is

formed[Rchf½ld
and Helmann,1995],and the otherone
which

accounts

for the variations

with

altitude

of the

precipitation formation but does not consider below-

cloudscavenging[Walton ½t al., 1988]. Both of these
schemesuse first-order lossoperators with different parameters for convectiveand synoptic precipitation.
We have compared the model results of simulations of

2•øPbaerosolusingthesethreeschemes
with observed
concentrationsin surface air and deposition. This has
revealed that all the schemes allow us to reproduce

well the observedfluxesof 2•øPb annual deposition.
One of the striking features of this study is obtained
with the scheme RH95 which relies on simple assumptions. This schemeconsidersa constant scavengingefficiency throughout the precipitating column and allows
the scavengingonly below a constant altitude. In addition, it does not differentiate below-cloud from in-cloud
scavenging. Nonetheless,we see no detectable advantage to use a more detailed scheme such as B93-G98
rather than this scheme since it reproduces both surface concentration and deposition.
To point out where the distributions 6f aerosolswere
different,we investigatedthe ability of the three schemes

at reproducing
2•øPbconcentrations
measured
asa func-
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discrepancies,emphasizingthe need for more measure-

mentsof aerosolconcentration
in altitude (verticalprofiles or airborne campaigns)to infer the accuracyof
wet-scavengingschemesat the global scale. A strong
conclusionfrom this work is that ground measurements
taken alone are not sufficient

Conclusions

SCHEMES

to evaluate

an aerosol wet-

scavengingscheme.
Future simulation with mineral dust, for which the
below-cloud scavenging coefficients are significantly
higher, will permit to infer the importance of an improved parameterization of below-cloudscavengingfor
larger aerosoland to estimate the validity of our model
to scavengeaerosolsof larger size. Such a study is
needed since the present work has shown the importance wet scavenginghas on the vertical distribution of
aerosols.The inability of representingvertical distribution will propagate into large uncertainties at estimating the radiative impact of aerosols,their lifetime, and
transport to remote areas.
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